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Int. Six Days Enduro
24th - 29th September 2012 Saxony, Germany

Enduro riders meet again for the 87th time for the world
famous SIX DAYS Enduro in Germany’s Saxony from 
September 24-29, 2012. 

As in previous years, KTM is once again an official partner of the
ISDE.  All non-European KTM Six Days participants will naturally
be given  the opportunity once again to rent a new motorcycle on the
basis of the new 2013 EXC model series with special SIX DAYS
features.

The number of KTM Rental Bikes is limited and they will be handled
strictly on a “first come-first served” basis. The KTM Rental Bike
Service is only offered to those from non-European Countries!

Enquiries, registrations and orders for rented motorcycles will be handled directly by your 
KTM Importer or Dealer. KTM Sportmotorcycle AG does not deal directly with end users.

KTM will again be offering a special model of the new 2013 EXC model series for the Six 
Days.

2 stroke - 125 EXC, 250 EXC, 300 EXC
4 stroke - 250 EXC-F, 350 EXC-F, 450 EXC, 500 EXC

Features
The Six Days 2012 models are homologated EXC motorcycles based on the 2013 model. 

Note!
The Six Days models must be de-restricted for race operation!
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How to order a rental bike
To rent a Six Days motorcycle, please contact your KTM
dealer/importer. The whole transaction will be handled through the
KTM dealer/importer. KTM does not deal directly with end users.

Order deadline for the Six Days rental models is June 22, 2012.
KTM Rental Bikes are limited and will be handled strictly on a
„first come-first served” basis. The KTM Rental Bike Service is
only offered to those from non-European Countries! No delivery
guarantee  can be given for orders received after the order deadline.

Order confirmation
You will receive confirmation of your order from the KTM
dealer/importer only after the order deadline. Delivery of the
desired models is only assured with this confirmation.

Delivery
KTM guarantees the transport to the Paddock at Sachsenring, Germany. The Six Days 
motorcycles will be prepared Ready to Race for the handover there.

Rental bike 
KTM guarantees bike transport to the paddock at the Sachsenring, Germany. The Six 
Days motorcycles will be prepared and handed over ‘ready to race’. 

Price for renting a motorcycle during the Six Days is:
2049 Euros (excl. VAT) for the 2-stroke EXC Six Days models
2349 Euros (excl. VAT) for 4-stroke EXC Six Days models.

The leasing price includes:
 • KTM Six Days model (ready to race) for the period of the Six Days 2012
 • Transport costs to Sachsenring, Germany
 • Insurance and registration of the motorcycle for the event

Important: As a security deposit for the rental company, please do not forget the following 
documentation:

  » Passport
  » Driving license
  » Credit card

A dealer/importer guarantee is required for the rental bike order!
KTM does not deal directly with end users.

Complete all the details on the rent a bike order form and return
to Juergen Weisz.
juergen.weisz@ktm.at, Tel. +43 (0)7742 6000-176,
FAX +43 (0)7742 6000-5176

Only fully completed order forms will be processed and stored!
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Handover and return of rental motorcycles

Handover
Handover of rental motorcycles will begin on September 18, 2012.
The exact time and place of the handover will be announced in the
paddock. The location for the handover and return will be near the
paddock. Motorcycles will be handed over in accordance with
countries. Handover will be done in the same sequence at the order
of the technical acceptance.

Return 
Return date for rental motorcycles, including documents for the
return transport is on the final race day, September 29, 2012 and
takes place immediately after the final MX test. Motorcycles are to
be returned to the same location where they were handed over.
Further information on the return of the motorcycles will be available from the
KTM stand in the paddock.

Bikes are to be returned no later than 6.00 p.m. on September 29, 2012 (depending on 
the time schedule of the final motocross). Late returns will incur a penalty payment of
€ 150 (excl. VAT)

The technical and optical condition of the leased bike will be examined and documented 
on its return.

Please note: A further charge of € 3000 (excl. VAT) applies if the leased bike is lost or for 
damage caused through gross negligence. Some damage, scratches, small dents and 
similar wear and tear that do not affect the bike’s performance, safety or operability are ac-
ceptable. Broken items or damaged parts that render the bike inoperable or difficult to use 
must be replaced and will incur a charge. In the event of catastrophic damage, such as a 
blown motor, cracked frame or other damage exceeding EUR 1000 (excl. VAT), the renter 
will pay the maximum amount of EUR 1000 (excl. VAT) in damage fees.
 
Rental motorcycles must be returned clean and without fuel. If this provision is not obser-
ved there will be an additional charge of € 100 (excl. VAT) It is in your own interest and 
that of the bike to avoid any difficulties that may result in extra charges.

It is not possible to park motorcycles at the KTM Station. After the bikes have been 
handed over, everyone is responsible for his/her own motorcycle for the entire duration of 
the SIX DAYS up until the return of the bike.
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2012 SIX DAYS ORDER FORM „Rental“
Order deadline (for the requested service): JUNE 22, 2012

The number of KTM Rental Bikes is limited. They will be handled
strictly on a “first come-first served” basis. The KTM Rental Bike
Service is only offered to those coming from non-European Countries!

Rental of a KTM EXC Six Days Model 2013

 125 EXC Six Days       250 EXC-F Six Days

 250 EXC Six Days      350 EXC-F Six Days

 300 EXC Six Days      450 EXC Six Days

       500 EXC Six Days

As security for the leasing company, please do not forget your passport, driving 
licence and credit card!

A precondition is a dealer/importer guarantee for the services ordered above; a cashless 
spare parts service is included! KTM Sportmotorcycle AG does not deal directly with 
end users. Please register your riders for this service.

The price for the motorcycle rental during the Six Days is 2049 Euros (excl. VAT) for the 
2-stroke EXC Six Days models and 2349 Euros (excl. VAT) for 4-stroke EXC Six Days 
models.

Costs for bike rental and spare parts will be settled through the KTM dealer/importer.
The invoice will be sent after the Six Days event.

To be completed by the dealer/importer

Country ___________________________   KTM Customer number ________________

Dealer’s/importer’s name  __________________________________________________

Date/Stamp/Signature _____________________________________________________

Rider‘s name_______________________________  Country ______________________

Mail (rider) ________________________________   Tel__________________________

KTM model year ___________________________

Complete all the details on the rent a bike order form and return
to Juergen Weisz. juergen.weisz@ktm.at, 
Tel. +43 (0)7742 6000-176, FAX +43 (0)7742 6000-5176
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